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ABSTRACT
STUDIES RELATED TO THE DESIGN OF A 
MAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND BALANCE SYSTEM FOR AN 
ULTRA-HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER FLOW FACILITY
Oscar Magno Michael Gomeiz 
Old Dominion University, 1999 
Director: Dr. Colin P. Britcher
The basic design principles for a magnetic suspension and balance system applied 
to the test section o f an ultra-high Reynolds number facility are defined. The design o f 
the cross-sectional area to be used in the test section is analyzed. The parameters o f  the 
permanent magnet to be used in the model inside the test section are investigated. The 
testing of magnetic fields at the center o f a test pipe and validation o f data by computer 
finite element analysis is described with the purpose o f finding common results. The 
performance o f  the magnet configuration is evaluated with relation to the magnetic fields 
needed at the center o f the test section. Once different cross-sectional design envelopes 
were analyzed for the largest possible cross-sectional area, a modified octagonal cross- 
section was found to meet the requirements. By the use o f AutoCAD™, the parameters to 
be used for the permanent magnet inside the model were determined. The experimental 
data obtained for the magnetic fields at the center o f  a test pipe was validated by the 
computational data by showing these results to be similar. It was also observed that the 
magnet configuration most likely to provide the magnetic fields needed at the center o f  
the test section would be: Two large coils around the test section, two coils on top and 
two coils underneath, and two coils to each side o f  the test section.
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INTRODUCTION
The regeneration o f aircraft flight characteristics has captivated the minds of 
scientists and engineers for decades because it poses such a challenging problem for 
aerodynamic testing in wind tunnels. Prediction of aircraft behavior in a high Reynolds 
number environment is critical in the design o f aerodynamic vehicles. However, critical 
errors are inevitably made in testing facilities and wind tunnels because simulating such 
precise conditions is virtually an impossible task. These difficulties can be seen from the 
difference in Reynolds numbers and Mach numbers attainable in testing (Law o f 
Bairstow and Booth1), to the estimated drag created by the mechanical supports to which 
the models are mounted. Therefore, it is important to note that in order for testing to 
become more accurate, a  change in testing procedures must be made. Among the 
possible solutions to such problems, the most reasonable and achievable are:
1) Changing the suspension system.
2) Increasing the Reynolds number inside the test section.
The following are different approaches to solve limitations related to wind tunnel testing:
a) For increased Reynolds number, cryogenic wind tunnels are used.
b) For reduced wall interference, adaptive wall test sections can be used 
successfully.
c) For support interference elimination, the use o f Magnetic Suspension and 
Balance Systems (MSBSs) [1].
0. The format of this thesis is based on the American Institute of-Aeronautics and Astronautics Journal.
1. Equality o f ratios of velocities to the velocity o f sound, especially observed at high speeds.
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a) and b) are relevant to this thesis and will be addressed separately in detail in the next
sections.
Research into MSBSs started in the early 1950s and it continues today [2]. 
Significant advances have been made in the past forty years, and some scientists and 
engineers are starting to look at magnetic suspension more closely as a viable technology 
with overwhelming benefits applicable to industry and research alike.
The concept of Magnetic Suspension and Balance Systems has the potential to 
alleviate some o f the problems during wind tunnel testing of aircraft, i.e. “true” drag 
measurements. The expression MSBS suggests a system that can suspend a model while 
enabling the measurement o f forces and moments acting on the model. MSBSs use 
actively controlled electromagnets located outside the test section walls of a facility; these 
create magnetic fields inside the test section walls, which in turn act on a model to 
provide the model with levitating capabilities. The forces and moments acting upon the 
suspended model can be found through knowledge o f the electrical current flowing 
through each o f the electromagnets. Fig. la  provides a schematic diagram of a typical 
MSBS showing the cycle o f MSBSs: A model is first levitated by the magnetic fields 
created by the electromagnets. Then, the position sensors send information to the main 
feedback controller about the position of the model, which in turn sends information to 
the power supplies to generate more or less current, depending on the demands o f  the 
electromagnets.
The benefits that a suspension system offers over mechanical suspension systems 
are numerous. Among the most obvious is the benefit of accuracy through the elimination 
of the mechanical support or sting where the model rests, which creates flow distortion
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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while holding the model in the test section. Fig. lb  shows a model levitated by a MSBS in 
a wind tunnel. Other advantages of MSBS should also be mentioned, such as:
a) Elimination of model modification to suit the sting. Even slight differences in 
model configuration can affect the measurement o f data.
b) Ease o f model movement for dynamic testing. MSBSs allow independent 
control over all 6 degrees of freedom, consisting o f vertical, lateral and axial 
translation as well as pitch, roll and yaw rotations [3],
c) Increment in productivity by the eradication o f stings and struts, based on 
lower maintenance o f the mechanical hardware [4].
The problem o f support interference will be critical in the next generation o f transonic 
wind tunnels, i.e. the National Transonic Facility (NTF) at NASA Langley Research 
Center.
Another possibility for increasing test accuracy is to increase the Reynolds number 
in the test section. Reynolds numbers reached in testing facilities during the 1920s were 
15 to 25 times less than those reached in flight, while the velocities o f the airstream 
remained from two to three times lower than the speed in free flight [5]. Presently, the 
Reynolds numbers obtained are typically I to 2 orders o f  magnitude less than those 
reached by aircraft in flight The capability of existing wind tunnels to reach large 
Reynolds numbers at large Mach numbers is limited. Testing for advanced spacecraft or 
shuttle entry trajectories require far greater Reynolds number capabilities, 
as seen in Fig. lc. It can also be observed that the testing capabilities o f  NTF at its highest 
Mach numbers can only reach a Reynolds number o f  80 x 106, where advanced spacecraft 
or shuttle reentry can reach Reynolds numbers higher than 120 x 106 at lower Mach
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numbers. Therefore, attaining a higher Reynolds number is extremely important 
Magnetic suspension and balance systems as well as high Reynolds number 
research have been thoroughly investigated (Philips (1988) [3], Schmitt (1980) [6], 
Britcher (1983) [8], Britcher and Kilgore (1987) [9], Britcher (1998) [41], Smits (1997) 
[42]). The main conclusions that were drawn from these investigations can be 
summarized as follows:
(1) MSBSs in wind tunnel applications have more benefits than those offered by existing 
mechanical support systems. (2) A high Reynolds number testing facility is needed in 
order to more accurately predict flow behaviors at high Reynolds numbers. (3) The most 
sensible suspension system for a low Mach number, high Reynolds number testing 
facility based on the maintenance, total cost and accuracy o f force and moment 
measurements, i.e. Drag and yaw torque, is a magnetic suspension and balance system.
The objectives o f  this thesis are to: (a) Show the steps taken to develop a 
successful test section design for a wind tunnel that will accommodate a MSBS. (b) To 
design the coils and coil configuration that will generate the largest possible magnetic 
fields to the model inside the pressure vessel, (c) To provide different design envelopes 
for the cross-section o f  the test section, (d) To design a model and magnetic core to be 
levitated using parameters defined by the tunnel, (e) To prove by analytical and 
experimental data that magnetic fields at the center o f the test section can be predicted 
with certain degree o f accuracy.
The next section is composed of a historical background on magnetic suspension 
and balance systems, the problems and limitations of existing MSBSs, and design 
constraints due to the wind tunnel. Also, a section is devoted to a brief description of
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other applications o f MSBSs. High Reynolds number research, its application to wind 
tunnels testing, and methods o f achieving high Reynolds numbers is discussed in the 
third section o f  this thesis. Special attention is given to ultra-high Reynolds number 
research due to its application to the project that this thesis analyzes. The fourth section 
discusses such project. Definition o f the project, the High Reynolds Number Test 
Facility (HRTF), background, as well as design details of the HRTF, i.e. Test section 
parameters. Lastly, the MSBS to be used on the test section o f HRTF is investigated, and 
an experiment to test magnetic fields at the center of a test pipe is described. Also, 
electromagnetic coil configurations, governing equations, magnetic fields and eddy 
current analysis, results from the magnetic fields experiment, roll control, and position 
sensors are discussed in detail in this section.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure la. Schematic diagram o f typical MSBS.
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Figure lb. Model levitated by Old Dominion University 
6-inch MSBS inside wind tunnel.
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Figure lc. Achievable Reynolds numbers compared to NTF capability[6].
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MAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND BALANCE SYSTEMS
2 .1 Historical Survey
The history of MSBS development is fairly brief, not even half a century old.
The first MSBS was constructed for a hypersonic wind tunnel in the early 1950s by 
researchers at Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA) in 
France. By 1957, Toumier and Laurenceau had published their first results [7]. This 
system successfully showed a 5-component control o f a range o f  simple models and 
potential to measure forces and moments. However, the system was only utilized for 
holding a model free of support interference for base pressure studies [8],
Researchers world-wide rapidly began to think of the many applications and 
benefits possible by the use o f wind tunnel testing without mechanical model support, i.e. 
elimination o f  support interference. In the next few years, many more MSBSs with 
different designs were built. Eleven specific facilities are considered the pioneers in this 
early history o f MSBS development, of which all except one o f the institutions involved 
presented papers at the First International Symposium on MSBSs in 1966, as seen in 
Table 2.1 [10]. In the early 1970s, two more MSBSs were developed, one o f them being 
the first system that used superconducting electromagnets [8]. In July of 1971, the 
Second International Symposium was held in Southampton, England, as shown in Table
2.2 [ 11].
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AEDC 5 30 Wake studies/R&D
Univ. of Michigan 1 4.5 Low Re No. sphere drag
MIT (A) 5 10 Static/Dynamic
MIT (B) 5/6 9-15 Static/Dynamic/R&D/Magnus
NASA Langley 1 11 R&D
ONERA(A) 5 5.5-8.5 Drag/Base Pressure
ONERA (B) 5 26 Base Pressure/Heat Transfer
Princeton University 3 13 Wake Studies
R.A.E. Famborough 5 18 Sting Effect/Magnus
University of Southampton 6 13-18 Static/Dynamic/R&D/Magnus
University of Virginia (A) 3 9 Cone & Sphere Drag









Oxford University -s 8 Low Density sphere drag
University of Virginia (B) 3 13.5 Dynamic Stability/R&D
One of the problems that researchers conducting early research and development 
of MSBSs encountered was the small size o f the facilities, which resulted in low test 
Reynolds numbers. Two o f the solutions that these researchers found to address this 
problem were to develop larger electromagnetic coils, and the usage o f cryogenic wind 
tunnels. In the mid-1960s, A.C. superconductors were developed, which in turn made 
possible the large electromagnetic coils needed for large MSBSs. By utilizing a 
cryogenic wind tunnel, the effective size of the facility would go up by a factor o f  6 or 7,
i.e. A 30 cm MSBS tunnel would act like a 2 m tunnel [9],
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One o f the most successful MSBSs was the system developed by Southampton 
University in England in the late 1950s, which became operational by the early 1960s, as 
seen in Fig.2. This system was where the feasibility o f dynamic testing was first 
demonstrated, though the high frequencies o f  oscillation required at small scale led to the 
development o f the two-mass “tuned” model [8]. Researchers at the facility discovered 
by extensive Magnus force testing on ballistic-type models, that certain reverse Magnus 
forces exist, forces that would not have been detected had the model been resting on a 
sting [12]. This MSBS was able to oscillate models in vertical and horizontal axes, 
though roll control remained one o f its problems.
2.2 Current MSBS Activity Worldwide
I. AEDC/NASA Langley Research Center 13-inch MSBS
This system illustrated in Fig. 3, was originally built at the Arnold Engineering 
Development Center (AEDC) in the mid 1960s and moved to NASA Langley in 1979. 
This system is currently inactive, though this MSBS remained in operational condition 
until recent developments have rendered it surplus. The system consisted o f  a low-speed 
wind tunnel, five uncooled copper electromagnets in a so-called “V” configuration, four 
with iron cores, bipolar thyristor power supplies at 16 kW  each, and an optical model 
position sensing system with a minicomputer-based digital controller. The system was 
used for a variety of drag studies o f axisymmetric and near-axisymmetric geometries, as 
well as support interference evaluations. Support interference increments o f up to 200% 
were discovered, although these were not typical [13,14],
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2. The Old Dominion University 6-inch MSBS
The original system was built at MTT in the late 1960s. This system has been 
passed down from the Massachusetts Institute o f Technology (MTT), to NASA Langley, 
then to Old Dominion University, where the electromagnet assembly and low-speed wind 
tunnel, shown in Fig.4, is under partial recommissioning [15,16]. This systems’ most 
unique feature is the use o f an Electromagnetic Position (and attitude) Sensor (EPS), 
where the suspended model forms the core o f  a high frequency variable differential 
transformer [17], When operational, the system contained 16 separate water-cooled 
electromagnets supplied from a mix of thyristor, thyratron and motor-generator power 
supplies. A six-component control was possible with an A.C. roll control scheme. The 
Aerospace Engineering Department o f Old Dominion University plans to restore the 
system to full operational readiness with new power supplies and a digital control system 
within the next few years.
3. International Efforts
The National Aerospace Laboratory in Japan currently operates the largest MSBS 
ever built, with a test section 60 cm2, about 2 f t 2. Alongside a smaller system (15 cm), 
current research is focusing on rapid force and moment calibration procedures [18]. 
Researchers in Taiwan have recently completed a small (10 cm) system and are currently 
conducting low-speed wind tunnel tests [19]. Russian activity is at a low level, but 
includes studies o f data telemetry systems from suspended models, yet one MSBS 
remains operational at MAI/TsAGI [20]. Oxford University in England still conducts 
low-density, high Mach number aerodynamic testing with their 7.5 cm system [21].
Recent developments have included new research studies at Changsha Institute of
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Technology in P.R. China. Additional efforts are considered to be ongoing in 
Northwestern Polytechnic, P.R. China, as well as in India. Table 2.3 shows operational 
MSBSs across the world, as o f 1996.
Table 2.3: “Operational” MSBSs.
Organization Approx. Size2 Application Status
NASA LaRC 13-inch Low-speed drag, R&D Inactive
Old Dominion 6-inch System R&D Recommissioning
Oxford University 3-inch Hypersonic aerodynamics Active
MAI/TsAGI, Moscow 15-inch System R&D Inactive
NAL, Japan 4-inch System R&D Active
NAL, Japan 23-inch System R&D Active
NCKU, Taiwan 6-inch System R&D Active
NUDT, P.R. China 6-inch System R&D Active
2.3 Problems and Limitations o f Existing MSBSs
Some problems and limitations exist related to the research conducted with 
MSBSs in wind tunnels. Some of these are [22]:
a. Size. All o f the existing MSBSs are too small for aircraft model testing. Test 
section sizes ranging from 4 f t  to S ft  are required.
b. Roll control. Only two MSBSs have demonstrated active roll control. High- 
torque spanwise magnet roll control schemes have been developed with some success, 
but research into alternative concepts must be pursued.
c. High angles o f  attack. Only I MSBS has had success with suspended models 
at high angles o f attack. Unlimited model attitude capacity is considered possible, but 
not proven.
d. Reliability. All existing MSBSs are somewhat unreliable. Loss o f control o f
2. Square-root of wind tunnel test section cross-sectional area.
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the model in a large wind tunnel would be unfortunate and dangerous. A large MSBS 
must be able to survive numerous hardware failures without losing control o f the model.
e. Lack o f  aerodynamic testing. Relatively little aerodynamic testing has been 
performed using MSBSs in the past three decades. Attainable accuracy of aerodynamic 
data, particularly dynamic data, is still uncertain.
f. Position sensing. All MSBSs exhibit deficiencies in position sensing. 
Traditional optical systems are susceptible to degradation o f  light paths. Advanced 
systems, incorporating digital image processing are in an early stage of development 
Electromagnetic sensors suffer electrical noise and drift problems.
g. Calibration. Calibration differs for each model attitude or magnetic core 
configuration. Techniques o f dynamic self-calibration or data acquisition with internal 
strain-gage balances for rapid calibration ex ist but are not fully developed.
2.4 Design Approaches
A magnetic suspension system consists o f  several subsystems: an electromagnet 
array, a model position sensor system, a compensation system and a power amplifier 
system. During the early development o f  magnetic suspension, while following basic 
principles, certain approaches were clearly more sound than others. A possible approach 
uses the interaction between alternating magnetic fields and the eddy currents, which 
would be induced in an electrically conducting body immersed in the magnetic field [15]. 
This approach is attainable due to the stability that it presents, since the magnetic fields 
could be arranged in space to furnish a “potential well,” in which the model could be 
contained, without a sting to support the model and free o f external mechanisms to
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provide stability. However, this approach becomes impractical when realistic physical 
values are considered for model material, force ranges, and power requirements [15]. 
Another alternative would be to use the interaction of a quasi-steady magnetic field with 
a ferromagnetic body, where some external means o f stabilization would be required. By 
doing so, a feedback control system would be needed to maintain the model suspended in 
the chosen position. The most practical method o f  controlling the magnetic field system 
appears to be by control o f  the currents in a rigid and stationary array o f magnet coils. 
Stabilization o f the model at some equilibrium position in the magnetic field requires a 
continuous measure o f any departures from this equilibrium position, coupled with a 
means o f adjusting the magnetic field properties, which in turn provide restoring forces 
to maintain the equilibrium [15]. Then, the suspension system becomes a position- 
control loop with aerodynamic forces and gravity acting as disturbance inputs, with 
adequately large and fast-responding magnetic forces countering them. Fig.5 shows a 
functional block diagram o f a magnetic suspension and balance system based on this 
latter design. The magnetic fields created by the suspension magnets develop magnetic 
forces on the suspended model according to the “magnetic force and moment relations,” 
as shown by the internal feedback path o f Fig.5 [15],
2.5 New Technology
NASA Langley Research Center has had a project underway for the past several 
years to develop technology pertinent to large-gap applications o f magnetic suspensions. 
Some of these applications include:
a. Wind tunnel MSBSs.
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b. Space payload pointing and vibration isolation systems.
c. Momentum storage and control devices.
d. Magnetically Levitated (MagLev) trains.
e. Electromagnetic launch systems.
Emphasis has been placed on the development o f formalized dynamic models and 
the application o f modem controller design techniques. Two small laboratory-scale 
levitation systems have been constructed, with air-gaps between suspended element and 
electromagnets of 10 cm [23,24]. The first system is referred to as the Large-Angle 
Magnetic Suspension Test Fixture (LAMSTF) and is capable of360-degree rotation of 
the levitated model about a vertical axis. Levitation here implies the use of magnetic 
forces o f repulsion from below the test object, rather than the more traditional approach 
o f attractive forces from above, or some combination.
The second system uses a pair o f concentric coils carrying steady currents, to 
provide a background force opposing gravity. A new and important feature is the 
utilization o f a transversely magnetized permanent magnet core in the cylindrical 
suspended element, which will be discussed in detail in later sections. This configuration 
provides full six degree-of-freedom control capability with passive stability in vertical 
translation and two rotations. The third rotation (about the vertical axis) is neutrally 
stable, and the remaining two translations (in the horizontal plane) are slightly unstable.
A secondary array of electromagnets (“control” coils) provides stability and the 
capability for forced motion [17].
A larger system o f comparable configuration, the Advanced Controls Test 
Facility, is close to completion, with a i m  air-gap. This system will include
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superconducting coils to provide the background levitation force, with water-cooled 
copper control coils. Once this system is fully operational, it will represent the most 
sizable, large-gap magnetic suspension or levitation device ever built [17].
2.6 Design Constraints Imposed by the Wind Tunnel
Certain constraints are encountered during the design o f the suspension system, 
set mostly by the requirements of the wind tunnel design. For a suspension system design 
to be as manageable and practical as possible, the system must feature the following:
a. Unconstrained access mast be provided to the test section. Convenient access to the 
test section must be available either from the sides, top, bottom, upstream, or 
downstream o f the test section. The access areas should be large enough to allow 
installation o f the largest model, calibration, installation and adjustment o f probes, etc.
b. Viewing ports must be provided. The viewing ports will be unobstructed cylindrical 
passages through the complete suspension system, perpendicular to, and passing through 
the wind axis at the point o f model suspension. There will typically be one horizontal 
and one vertical. These viewing ports will be used for general viewing, flow 
visualization and other applications.
c. The suspension system must be protected by adequate shrouding. In order to prevent 
accidents, both to the suspension system itself and to operating personnel, the system 
must be well protected. Foreign objects such as tools can be attracted into the magnet 
system if such shrouding is not provided, and can possibly cause short-circuiting of the 
magnet coils. Exposed electrical terminals can cause electric shock, if shrouds are not 
provided [15].
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2.1 Other Applications
Potential applications o f magnetic suspension to other technological disciplines 
are worth considering briefly. Among them, Hi-LiFT and MagLev trains are worth 
mentioning and are discussed below.
2.1.1 The Hi-LiFT Concept
An alternative implementation o f  magnetic suspension in wind tunnels has 
recently been proposed under the name o f  High Lift Flight Tube (Hi-LiFT), previously 
known as Magnetic Right Tube (MFL). Hi-LiFT is considered to be a test facility where 
the test article is moved through a pressurized, cryogenic, nitrogen gas test media, as 
observed in Fig.6. Quiescent test media ensures exceptional flow quality (low turbulence 
levels, uniform velocity, pressure and temperature distribution). Such a facility has a 
basic construction that includes an insulated tube, magnetic levitation with a linear motor 
system, nitrogen supply and circulation system providing the cryogenic environment, 
model access area with isolation, and a self-contained model cart with data storage. 
Among the benefits o f Hi-LiFT, the ones worth mentioning are [17]:
a. Full flight Reynolds numbers.
b. Minimal turbulence, superior flow quality.
c. No wall boundary layer created by the facility.
d. Very low noise levels due to its “no fan system.”
e. Inherently simple structure.
f. Straightforward, quick model changes.
The concept o f Hi-LiFT was originally conceived as a means o f achieving full-
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scale Reynolds numbers for aircraft in the low speed regime for “High Lift” testing (Le. 
takeoff, climb to cruise, approach, and landing). Fig. 7 shows possible applications o f Hi- 
LiFT, and how other facilities and aircraft would fare against Hi-LiFT facilities. Hi-LiFT 
also provides full-scale Reynolds numbers for research in other transportation systems 
(rail, automotive, etc.) as well as near full-scale Reynolds number for fully submerged 
sea vehicles5. However, Hi-LiFT also faces the following challenges:
1. Wave propagation along the tube axis reflects back and disturbs the flow.
2. The performance o f MagLev/linear motor material must be validated at 
cryogenic conditions.
2.7.2. MSBS in Transportation (MaeLev Trains)
Throughout history, magnetic suspension has become a technological wonder 
with numerous obvious advantages. However, adaptations have had to be made in order 
for the applications o f such technology to become useful. In recent times, with different 
countries becoming interested in the possible applications, many more scientists and 
engineers have found that magnetic suspension technology could be the wave o f the 
future. A very important application, one that stands out because o f its usefulness, 
contribution to transportation, and the fact that it has been researched extensively with a 
high degree o f  success, is the magnetically levitated train (MagLev).
In the late 1960s a search began for the improvement in the speed of mass land 
transportation. Three technical trails were proposed: 1. To dramatically improve the 
steel wheel on rail, 2. A new air-cushion suspension, and finally, 3. Magnetic levitation
3. Reynolds numbers currently reached by submarines, Re=109.
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(MagLev) [25],
As more developers became interested and different designs were evaluated, 
magnetic levitation branched out into two separate paths: feedback-controlled 
electromagnetic levitation (EML), Fig. 8a and superconductor-based electrodynamic 
levitation (EDL), Fig. 8b. Both have their advantages and disadvantages, and both have 
been constructed successfully by different countries worldwide. Throughout history the 
pattern o f the development o f untested or unproved technologies has had ups and downs, 
marred by skepticism and fear of failure, which in the R&D circles means the loss of 
project funding. However, applications o f  MSBSs in wind tunnels have the best chance 
at becoming useful technology due to better materials, faster computers and improved 
knowledge, as shown by MagLev trains [26].
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HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER WIND TUNNELS
3.1 High Reynolds Number Research
Many types o f external flow over bodies by air, water, or other fluids which are of 
technical interest occur at large Reynolds numbers. The most important of these are 
flows around airplanes, ships, submarines, rockets and re-entering space vehicles. High 
Reynolds number research is significant because the there are critical flow phenomena 
that occurs only at high Reynolds numbers. However, achieving high Reynolds numbers 
is very difficult.
Reynolds number is defined as:
Re = ULv  (1)
where U and L are characteristic velocity and length scales o f  the flow, and v is 
the kinematic viscosity, or p/p. In the U.S., most o f the recent experimental research for 
high Reynolds numbers has been conducted by the National Transonic Facility (NTF), 
shown in Fig.9a and the test section can be seen in Fig.9b. NTF was completed in 1982 
and became operational in August 1984. The order of magnitude increase in Reynolds 
number over existing facilities is the result o f  operating at cryogenic temperatures and 
stagnation pressure to 8.8 atm [28,29].
Two areas of re-entry vehicle design require high Reynolds number research: 
development o f future space transportation systems, and planetary entry vehicles.
Finding aerodynamic characteristics at high Reynolds numbers would simplify the design 
process o f these vehicles by reducing uncertainties in the predicted flight stability and 
control parameters. Because entry vehicles operate in the transonic and subsonic flight
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regimes at higher angles o f attack than conventional aircraft, understanding the Reynolds 
number effects on separated flow is important [28].
3.2 Methods of Achieving High Reynolds Numbers
Achieving high Reynolds numbers for testing is a challenge that has brought 
about several successful approaches. For a given Mach number, the Reynolds number of 
model tests in a wind tunnel may be increased, relative to some reference value in air, by 
either
a) Increasing the size of the tunnel and model,
b) Increasing the operating pressure o f the tunnel,
c) Using a heavy4 test gas or mixtures o f gases other than air, or
d) Reducing the test temperature [29].
Whichever method is ultimately utilized to increase the Reynolds number, the 
chosen procedure will also affect dynamic pressure, mass flow rate, and drive power. 
These differences are what make some methods more practical than others.
3.2.1 Increased Model Size
The most direct of the methods used to increase the test Reynolds number is to 
increase the size o f  the model. However, if wind tunnel wall interference effects are to 
be kept constant, the test-section area A must increase as L1, where L is taken to be a 
measure of the length of the span in the y-axis. Working under the assumption that the 
test gas, stagnation pressure and stagnation temperature are kept constant, Table 3.1
4. High molecular weight.
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shows that the Reynolds number increases linearly as the size increases, dynamic 
pressure is independent o f size, and both mass flow rate and drive power increase as the 
square o f the size. The major drawbacks to this approach of increasing the Reynolds 
number is the increased cost, as well as the blockage effects caused by the test section 
remaining constant and models varying in size. Additionally, the cost o f  models as well 
as the cost o f modifying models during test runs increases with model size. As an 
example o f cost, the NASA Ames Research Center’s 40-by-80:/?/80-by-12Q-ft wind 
tunnel, a  facility used primarily for large-scale or full-scale testing o f aircraft and 
rotorcraft, has a current replacement cost o f $168 million.
Table 3.1: Influence o f test gas, tunnel size, stagnation pressure, and stagnation 
temperature on the Reynolds number, dynamic pressure, mass flow rate, and drive power 
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The possibility o f a variable density wind tunnel was first discussed in 1921. This 
“tunnel” was designed to eliminate the “scale effect,” and the main feature o f the tunnel
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was the use o f highly compressed air instead o f  air under normal conditions [29]. Fig. 10 
shows the original variable density tunnel. The investigation o f this facility was aimed at 
obtaining information about the fluid forces on a body. Along with those forces, the 
properties of the body being tested, its shape, and the properties o f  its surface had to be 
taken in consideration. The primary objective was to study the action of the fluid and 
how it interrelated to the properties mentioned. The magnitude and type o f forces 
created were in turn related to the motion and the physical properties of the fluid. The 
results showed that at full Reynolds numbers, symmetrical cross-sections had a smaller 
drag and a larger maximum lift than in the old type of wind tunnel [29],
From the relations shown in Table 3.1, an increase in pressure shows a dynamic 
pressure, mass flow rate and drive power increase. Hence, from the standpoint of 
operating cost and capital invested, it would be better to increase the Reynolds number 
by increasing pressure as opposed to increasing the size of the facility. However, there 
are drawbacks caused by the increase in dynamic pressure: increase in balance and model 
loads and stresses, increases in support sting interference and aft fuselage distortions, a 
reduced stress margin for use in aeroelastic matching, and the sensor hardware must be 
pressure resistant. For instance, at transonic speeds, stagnation pressures higher than 
about 5 atm are not practical for development type testing of large aspect-ratio models 
largely due to the extreme wing deformation that takes place. If  a practical upper limit 
on stagnation pressure is set in the order o f 5 a/m, then a test section about 6-by-6 m (20- 
by-20 ft)  would be required to provide a Reynolds number o f40 x 106 at Mach 1.0. 
Therefore, even at a stagnation pressure of 5 atm, a very large tunnel would still be 
required to meet current Reynolds’ number criteria, which would make the combination
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of large size and high pressure tunnel an extremely expensive facility to build and operate
[27].
3.2.3 High Molecular Weight (Heavy Gases)
In a technical note written in May o f  1921 for the National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics (NACA) by Max Munk called: “On a  New Type o f Wind Tunnel,” a 
different type of wind tunnel was proposed. This facility would not use air, but instead 
would use a different fluid as the test media, with the goal to decrease the effect o f 
viscosity. At the time many believed that other fluids would be better suited than air; yet 
there was no knowledge o f such a fluid. In the mid-1940s, the emphasis turned towards 
the reduction o f power required to operate a high-speed wind tunnel at fixed Mach, 
Reynolds number and pressure if  other fluids or low temperature were employed [31].
By 1945, the focus shifted towards increasing the power economy o f  these facilities. 
Therefore, a search was started for a gas that would provide the best power economy in 
testing. It was discovered that certain fluorine compounds o f high molecular weight 
could do just that, o f  which certain hexa-fluorines, namely SF6, SeF6 and TeF6, required 
only 1% to 2% power o f that o f a similar facility using atmospheric air. For instance, a 
Reynolds number o f 40 x 106 was obtained on a 1 f t  chord in a variable density tunnel 
using sulfur hexafluoride instead of air as the working medium at Mach numbers close to 
0 .7, at a cost o f the order estimated for a 10 x 106 low Mach number wind tunnel using 
air [32].
In order to increase economy, oxyfluorides like S 0 2F2, POF3 and freon-12 
(CCl2F2 ), were put second on the list requiring only 5% o f  the power o f  air [31]. All the
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above mentioned substances have a low value o f y  roughly 1.15 as supposed to 1.4 for 
air. The importance of the specific heat ratio (y) to the drive power can be seen in Table 
3.1. At the time o f these findings, there was not a substance that would permit a  sizable 
power reduction at normal temperature with y=l.4. Hence, if  y  was to remain at 1.4, 
then power economy would be best achieved in a refrigerated environment, which will be 
discussed in depth in the next section. Fig. 1 la  shows the types o f chord Reynolds 
numbers estimated for various aircraft on the left o f the graph and on the right side a few 
wind tunnels in existence. It should be noted that the Reynolds number gap between 
flight conditions and wind tunnel tests is an order of magnitude or larger.
Benefits as well as the disadvantages o f  currently used “heavy” gases need to be 
considered:
* Carbonic Acid (C 02) at different mass flow rates and at 253°, reduces the power 
required [5],
* Sulfur hexafluoride, as mentioned above, was found to give a Reynolds number of 
approximately 2 to 4 times greater than air, at a reasonable cost [31].
Water is another fluid that has been used successfully in high Reynolds number 
research, in particular, its use in large-scale water tunnels. Fig. 1 lb shows a 
representation of some large-scale water tunnels in existence around the world. The 
Reynolds numbers are based on the length o f  the largest model that can be tested in each 
facility (the maximum allowable blockage determines the maximum testable length, 
when given the length to diameter ratio o f the model). At these facilities, Reynolds 
numbers o f the order of 108 can be reached for submarine-like bodies.
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3.2.4 Low Temperature
Another method o f achieving a high Reynolds number in testing is to reduce the 
temperature of the test gas. R. Smelt stated: ‘T he power required to operate a high-speed 
wind tunnel at a fixed Mach number, Reynolds number, and pressure can be greatly 
reduced if  instead o f air at normal temperatures, other fluids or low temperatures are 
employed” [30].
As shown in Table 3.1, Reynolds number, mass flow rate, and drive power are 
functions of stagnation temperature; these relationships will be explained in detail in this 
section. Because o f these relationships, the Reynolds number can be increased while 
reducing the drive power demand. In the 1940s, the gas helium (y=\.66) was found to 
provide the greatest power economy by operating at a temperature o f  7 °K at constant 
values o f Mach number, Reynolds number, and pressure. Out o f this concept, the 
cryogenic wind tunnel was bom. Some studies show that a notable increase in the 
Reynolds number may be obtained operating at cryogenic temperatures [33].
Cryogenic operation could be used with reliable results in most types o f wind 
tunnels with the exception o f tunnels running at hypersonic speeds. At cryogenic 
temperatures, the test gas stops behaving like an ideal gas even at moderate pressures 
because both thermal and caloric imperfections are present. Therefore, in considering 
the increase o f the Reynolds number by using reduced temperatures, the consequences of 
these differences o f  the test gas from ideal-gas behavior must be considered [33].
As liquid nitrogen began to become more easily available at lower cost and in 
larger quantities, and cryogenic technology kept on advancing, many o f the problems of 
cooling the test gas and tunnel to cryogenic temperatures have been practically
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eliminated. A cooling technique commonly used is to inject liquid nitrogen into the 
tunnel circuit and for it to evaporate inside the tunnel as illustrated in Fig. 12. Since air 
contains such a  great percentage of nitrogen by volume, air and nitrogen have very 
similar properties.
From subsonic to near sonic Mach numbers, the Reynolds number o f the 
cryogenic tunnel is from 4 to 6 times greater at the same pressure than that o f tunnels 
using air at conventional temperatures. For a supersonic wind tunnel operating at a Mach 
number o f 3, the same factor drops to about 2. If supersaturation is allowed, the 
operating temperatures can be lowered with mutual increase in the test Reynolds number. 
All of the wind tunnel properties, such as the Reynolds number, dynamic pressure, mass 
flow rate and drive power, are influenced in some way by these temperatures changes.
Table 3.1 reveals that a relative variation of viscosity with stagnation temperature 
is a weak function of the assumed Mach number. Usable Ta increases with test Mach, 
therefore changing the viscosity. It can also be observed that the relative change o f the 
Reynolds number with stagnation temperature is also a weak function of the Mach 
number.
Another property affected is dynamic pressure, q. At a constant Mach number, 
the aerodynamic loads on the model are a function of dynamic pressure, but only a weak 
function o f the Reynolds number [34], Table 3 .1 also shows that as the test temperature 
is reduced, the dynamic pressure remains constant. Thus, if  the test temperature is 
decreased, an increase in the Reynolds number is attained without increasing 
aerodynamic loads. The constant dynamic pressure feature o f  a cryogenic tunnel is 
extremely significant. Hence, an increase in the Reynolds number is reached with lower
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aerodynamic loads compared with the same increase accomplished by increasing 
pressure [34],
The mass flow rate in the wind tunnel is also affected. If the values o f tunnel 
size, stagnation pressure, and Mach number are to remain constant, the test-section mass 
flow rate increases with decreasing temperature. For instance, if operating near 100 AT, 
the mass flow rate is increased by a factor o f close to 1.8 over the mass flow rate at 
ambient conditions [33]. Also, when operating from a constant supply o f  air, for certain 
blowdown or injector-driven cryogenic tunnels, the run time is reduced if  the mass flow  
rate is increased. However, for the most part, the increase o f mass flow rate has no real 
influence.
Lastly, a relationship exists between the variations o f drive power and the 
Reynolds number. If the Reynolds number is increased by enlarging the wind tunnel and 
model, power will increase as the square o f the size. If  the Reynolds number is increased 
by increasing the stagnation pressure, power will increase proportionally to the increase 
in pressure. However, as the Reynolds number is increased by decreasing the test 
temperature in a wind tunnel, the drive power is reduced [34],
3.3 Ultra-High Reynolds Number Research
Ultra-high Reynolds number research is a fairly new area, motivated by new 
generations of air and sea vehicles, but remains a somewhat unexplored area. Table 3.2 
lists some examples o f  Reynolds numbers, which should be interpreted in an order-of- 
magnitude sense.
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Table 3.2: Some examples o f ultra-high Reynolds numbers.
Example Re=UL/v
Ocean currents ~  109
Atmosphere ~ 109
Naval applications -  109
Aerospace applications -  5 x 108
Aerodynamic as well as hydrodynamic testing at ultra-high Reynolds numbers is 
of great importance to submarine research because o f  the complexity o f  flow fields and 
the preponderance of interactions among the diverse elements which make extrapolation 
to higher Reynolds numbers fairly difficult [35]. Based on the knowledge acquired at the 
facilities mentioned above, a question still remains. Why can't Reynolds numbers be 
extrapolated successfully? Two different sides argue why it can:
1. Qualitative new physical phenomena may present themselves once “sufficiently high” 
Reynolds numbers are reached, where the term “sufficiently high” is used arbitrarily, but 
assumed to be much lower than 109. Thus, the benefits for working at ultra-high 
Reynolds numbers may be slight, and do not outweigh the enormous costs associated 
with testing.
2. Quantitative changes which arise beyond the “sufficiently high” value o f the Reynolds 
number are slow. Hence, extrapolations for a decade or two in the Reynolds numbers 
should be adequate [35].
Therefore, an acceptable strategy for understanding the flow at Reynolds numbers 
of 109 could be to attain reliable data for Reynolds numbers up to as far as perhaps 107, 
and then extrapolate. However simple that might sound, the extrapolation is not always 
possible. While certain changes are slow with respect to a Reynolds number, some are
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not. For instance, in water testing, it is unknown how to extrapolate the interaction o f the 
concentrated vorticity field with the propeller of a submarine by a scale-factor of 10, and 
even less for a scale-factor o f  100. Therefore, in both water testing and aerodynamic 
testing, there exists a large Reynolds number gap between both the test conditions and 
operating or actual conditions. As far as oceanographic or navy vessels are concerned, 
the above-mentioned Reynolds number gap can introduce “almost unmanageable risks” 
[36].
There exists some Reynolds-number-dependent issues of interest to the military, 
in particular, the navy and airforce because o f the applications to submarines, surface 
vessels and aircraft Such issues include dynamic response to nonlinear maneuvers, 
transition to turbulence and the effects o f  tripping the boundary layers (which can vary 
significantly between high and low Reynolds numbers), and scaling o f submarine 
propellers, to name a few [37], Other applications o f Iow-speed aerodynamics where 
ultra-high Reynolds number research is valued could be [35]:
a) The hazardous conditions that lighter aircraft encounter, like strong wing-tip vortices, 
behind larger aircraft. The distance needed for these vortices to naturally dissipate is not 
large enough with respect to modem airports’ traffic demands. Wind tunnel tests with 
the purpose o f ‘controlling’ these vortices to improve their effects have been executed at 
Reynolds numbers smaller by about two orders of magnitude. The difference is thought 
to be accountable for the disparity between flight conditions and test data.
b) The improvement in maneuverability o f  jet fighters by use of vortex generation 
techniques, where once again Reynolds number effects are known to be quite crucial.
c) Development and evaluation of high-lift devices where the position o f separation
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cannot be predicted.
The relationship and interaction between vortices and a solid body can solely be 
understood by controlled studies at ultra-high Reynolds numbers. Thus, great 
opportunities are to be found in testing flows at ultra-high Reynolds numbers.
3.3.1 Cryogenic Helium
The fluid properties contained in the Reynolds and Mach numbers depend heavily 
on pressure and temperature, but observed closely, are combinations o f fundamental 
properties. Those properties are:
a. Kinematic viscosity v,
Since the Reynolds number is inversely proportional to the kinematic viscosity, 
the fluid with the smallest kinematic viscosity will provide the highest Reynolds 
numbers. Fig. 13 shows the reduced dynamic viscosity as a function o f reduced 
temperature for helium, sulfur hexafluoride, water, air and nitrogen. The critical 
temperature (Tc) and critical pressure (Pc) are temperature and pressure at the critical 
point, after which a specific substance changes phase, i.e. liquid to vapor phase. Fig. 14 
shows the Reynolds number as a function o f  kinematic viscosities plotted against 
stagnation temperature of the gases in mention, and as expected, the largest values o f
v=p/p (2)
where p. is the dynamic viscosity and p is the density.
b. Speed o f sound a,
(3)
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possible Reynolds numbers are reached by helium, since helium is the fluid with the 
lowest kinematic viscosity [36].
The kinematic viscosity o f liquid helium diverges dramatically from the classical 
corresponding states model (as the dynamic viscosity does). This has important 
consequences when comparing the possible Reynolds numbers achievable in a liquid 
helium tunnel with those accessible in existing water tunnels. For example, water at STP 
(T/Tc=0.48, P/Pc=0.027) has a  kinematic viscosity o f 8.9 x 10'7 (m2 s) as opposed to 2.1 x 
10"8 (m2 s) for helium at the same reduced temperature and pressure. Hence, a helium 
tunnel could be four times smaller than a water tunnel while still able to generate 
Reynolds numbers ten times greater. Moreover, by deciding on a lower temperature for 
helium, a helium facility could be six times smaller than existing water tunnels, and still 
be capable o f producing Reynolds numbers ten times larger [36].
Compressible flow facilities are not used in cryogenic environments due to the 
difference in /, gases other than air have a /g reater than that o f  air, i.e. helium y=\ .66. 
Based on that criteria alone, compressible flow facilities are dismissed.
3.3.2 Ultra-High Pressure
Another method that generates a testing environment where ultra-high Reynolds 
numbers are attained, is the use o f ultra-high pressure. The notion is that by increasing 
the pressure inside the vessel, the density of the fluid is also increased, thus increasing 
the Reynolds number.
Ultra-high pressures can be achieved in principle by employing the following
logic:
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Starting with the Reynolds number Eq.(l):
Re = q UL (4)
P
where L is the length and U  the velocity. Recall the ideal gas equation,
P = —  (5)H RT
Substituting Eq.(5) into Eq.(4), the Reynolds number becomes,
Re = oc pUL (6)
pRT
Next, substituting Eq.(5) into the dynamic pressure q,
1 P
2 RT
q = ± p ( /2 = ± - £ - U 2 (7)
Solving for U,
p
Finally, substituting Eq.(8) into Eq.(6),
Re oc pUL oc yfqpL (9)
What is sought is a very high Reynolds number, yet a manageable size, L. Eq.(9) 
shows that the product of must be very large in order to achieve a high Reynolds 
number. However, the dynamic pressure q cannot be very large or the model would be 
compromised; therefore, the pressure p  is made extremely large. While this is 
performed, the Mach number is becoming smaller due to the dynamic pressure being 
kept small, the pressure kept very large, and the velocity kept very low. Therefore, the 
Mach number becomes very low. It should be noted that once the Mach number is 
released from being scaled, this procedure allows high Reynolds numbers to be generated 
at acceptable dynamic pressures by having extremely high pressures.
The steadily growing number of applications o f high pressure, and the acceptance
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of pressure as an essential tool in many processes demands a basic understanding o f the 
hazards involved. The potential or stored energy o f a system increases with pressure and 
volume, but it is only when this energy is accidentally released that it becomes 
hazardous. In other words, if  the forces and energy are confined correctly, there is no 
hazard. For safe and efficient operation, for the controlled confinement o f sometimes 
enormous energies, first and most important is the matter o f design, material and 
manufacture o f  the pressure vessel [38].
Hazards which may be present in high-pressure systems could be grouped into 
two categories: I. Those which may be present whether the system is highly pressurized 
or not, and 2. Those that are significantly enhanced or driven by the presence o f high- 
pressure. The first category mainly entails general industrial hazards and safe operating 
procedures when dealing with this type o f equipment, i.e. movement o f heavy equipment 
due to the awkwardness and size of this apparatus. The second category has to do with 
what can occur while dealing with high-pressure systems. Generally, containment o f 
high pressure demands high states o f stress in structural materials. High stress may in 
turn force a designer to select higher strength materials, to use smaller designs, and to use 
heavy wall construction [39,40].
There are certain hazards related to the release o f contained energy. The sudden, 
brittle-like, fracture o f a highly pressurized vessel, pipe or component may result in the 
acceleration o f fragments, vessel components and other debris to lethal levels. The 
released energy may consist o f pressurized fluid or gas energy o f expansion, the strain 
energy stored in the structural containment system and any chemical or thermal energy 
which might promptly and simultaneously participate in the release. The magnitude o f
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contained energy is strongly dependent on the pressure, volume and temperature o f  
contained material and the rate of vessel rupture increases with high stresses which are 
found in high pressure containment. Under certain fast release rates, blast-like shock 
waves may result and the shock front pressure may be sufficient to injure personnel and 
break windows and other fragile parts o f buildings and/or control systems [39],
High Reynolds number research facilities are becoming more attractive for testing 
largely due to the possible applications to military projects, such as submarines and 
aircraft development. While cost is the main reason why so few o f these facilities exist, 
the benefits that could be attained by reaching larger Reynolds numbers than are 
available today outweigh the disadvantages. Perhaps the next generation o f airliners will 
be tested in ultra-high Reynolds number wind tunnels.
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Figure 11a. Some aircraft Reynolds numbers and existing subsonic wind tunnels.
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Figure 1 lb. Representation o f some large-scale water tunnels in existence.















































Figure 13. Reduced dynamic viscosity as a function o f reduced temperature.





























































HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER TEST FACILITY (HRTF)
4.1 Introduction and Description
For several years, research has been proposed to explore the possibility o f 
building an ultra-high Reynolds number facility which would use gas, regular liquid or a 
superfluid as a  test medium. This facility used to be thought o f as the “'infinite Reynolds 
number” wind tunnel by some scientists because it was thought that by using superfluid 
helium, viscosity o f the working fluid would be non-existent. Currently, more realistic 
expectations are to reach finite Reynolds numbers, while still having the ability to attain 
Reynolds numbers o f one order o f magnitude higher than current wind tunnels.
Hydrodynamic studies o f submersible bodies are applications o f great importance 
for high Reynolds number tunnels. The Reynolds numbers typical o f vehicles like 
submarines are quite large, Table 4.1 shows some typical submarine Reynolds numbers 
[40].
Table 4.1: Reynolds numbers for two submarine design points.
Parameters Sub 1 Sub 2
Length (ft) 650 400
Length (m) 198 122
Velocity (ft/s) 45 30
Velocity (m/s) 13.7 9.1
Reynolds No. 2.08 x 109 0.849 x 10s*
Wake related signature reduction as well as fundamental studies o f high Reynolds 
number turbulence, are some o f  the subjects o f interest [41]. Therefore, a practical and
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accurate method to perform such testing is needed.
An alternative to a cryogenic (helium or nitrogen) wind tunnel, or the usage o f  
heavy gases (SF6, Freon), or even a very large facility to achieve large Reynolds numbers, 
would be an ultra-high pressure air tunnel, like Princeton's SuperPipe which will be 
discussed in subsection 4.2. The use o f high pressures has many advantages, among 
them [42]:
a. Small kinematic viscosity.
b. Large Reynolds numbers can be reached for a moderate cost
c. Ideal gas up to high pressures (±1% for 300 K  and <160 atm).
d. Real gas effects are well known.
e. Easily instrumented.
f. Full flow field measurements are possible.
g. Non-corrosive.
h. Low-risk technology.
i. Each Reynolds number can be attained by varying either the pressure or the 
velocity.
j. Low operating expenses, 
k. Low maintenance.
Table 4.2 shows characteristics and properties o f  candidate design requirements 
for ultra-high Reynolds number wind tunnels [17].
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Helium I Helium H High
Pressure
Temperature, AT / 
Pressure, atm
5.3/1 2.8/1 1.6/1 300/100
Velocity, m  s 40 10 4 48.4
Unit Reynolds Number,
m l
3 x 10s 3.8 x 10* 4.4 x 10* 3.3 x 10*
Dynamic Pressure, Pa 8725 7150 1160 288,000
Model Length, m 3.3 2.63 2.27 3.0
Test Section Size, m 0.94 square 0.75 square 0.65 square 0.85 square
Max. Model Weight, N 8700 4400 2830 7190
Drag Force, N 74.6 38.9 4.7 2992
The Princeton/Office o f Naval Research (ONR) High Reynolds Number Test 
Facility (HRTF) will consist o f a ciosed-retum tunnel. Fig. 15a shows this type o f tunnel 
layout. This facility is planned to include a MSBS to allow wake studies without support 
interference, and unsteady flow tests where the model motion is controlled by the MSBS.
Therefore, the test section o f the facility will be fabricated from stainless steel, a 
relatively conductive, yet non-magnetic material. Downstream o f the working section, 
the flow will be passed on to a pump, which is located inside the pressure vessel. A 
modified in-line water pump is appropriate for this application, based on the success 
achieved at the SuperPipe facility. The motor will be located outside the pressure vessel, 
and the pump shaft will enter the vessel through a high-pressure seal. A heat exchanger 
for temperature control will be placed at the outlet o f  the pump. The flow will then enter 
a large diameter duct, which will contain a diffuser, a  screen and a honeycomb flow 
screen for flow conditioning, and a 2.7:1 area ratio contraction [40].
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4.2 Princeton’s SuperPipe: High Reynolds Number Pipe Flow Facility
The SuperPipe at Princeton University is an experimental facility built to 
investigate fully developed turbulent pipe flows over a large range of Reynolds numbers 
and a diagram o f the SuperPipe is shown in Fig. 15b. The formal name o f this facility is 
Princeton/DARPA-ONR SuperPipe Facility. This facility utilizes air as the working fluid 
at pressures up to 3500 psi or 240 atm. Due to its simplicity and industrial significance, 
many past experiments have been executed on a fully developed turbulent pipe flow 
(Nikuradse, 1932; Laufer, 1954 and Townes et al.,1972 among others). Although a great 
amount of published data exists, it is arduous work to find adequate agreement, i.e. on 
friction factor or turbulence intensities, between investigations or to obtain data at very 
high Reynolds numbers. These inquiries are all insufficient in some respect due to either 
a limited range o f Reynolds numbers investigated, an uncertainty in the quality o f the 
inner pipe finish, a questionable accuracy o f the measurements, or a lack o f  experimental 
proof that the turbulence is indeed fully developed. In the design o f the SuperPipe, 
special attention was given to creating fully-developed flow (L  D  = 200, with an internal 
diameter of 5.09 in), and achieving a hydrodynamically smooth pipe or smooth-wall 
finish (roughness < 6 microinch). The maximum power requirement equals 250 hp (190 
kW). The test pipe, as well as all probes and pressure transducers, are enclosed in the 
pressure vessel. Hence, it is believed that the SuperPipe allows very accurate 
measurements over a large range o f Reynolds numbers, (from approximately 5,000 to 
more than 38 x 106) corresponding to an order o f magnitude increase over the previous 
highest Reynolds number for mean flow measurements 3.2 x 106 (Nikuradse, 1932), and 
almost two orders o f magnitude over the previous highest Reynolds number for
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turbulence measurements (Townes et al., 1972) [43].
The SuperPipe led to the development of HRTF based on experience gained by 
building the SuperPipe, and some fundamental infrastructure already in place, such as 
compressors, heat exchangers, and electrical drives. In fact, both facilities will be 
sharing air-supply, heat exchangers and electrical drives as well as some instrumentation. 
After the SuperPipe was successfully operational, Princeton University along with ONR, 
planned to construct a similar, yet more technologically advanced facility which would 
be able to perform research o f sub-aquatic wake behavior o f models using air as the test 
gas, i.e. submarines. However, in order to be successful, a suspension system that would 
not interfere with the behavior o f the wake flow would be necessary; in this case a 
magnetic suspension and balance system would be a perfect fit.
4.3 HRTF Design Details
To design a facility to achieve a very high Reynolds number, a model problem is 
to be assumed. In this case, the model problem chosen was a 12:1 ellipsoid (where the 
model length to model diameter ratio L  d= 12). At high Reynolds numbers it will be 
assumed that the drag coefficient, Co, is constant and equal to 0 .1 [44]. For a circular 
working section with a diameter Dc, with L DC =2, a speed-up ratio arises due to 
blockage:
e = AV = K x  body volume (10)
V A 3/2v s*xmax
where AT=0.96 for bodies o f revolution and A^ar is the maximum cross-sectional area o f 
the tunnel [45]. For bodies of revolution, the body volume may be approximated by
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Q .45 Ld1. With L  D=2, and L/d= 12, a value o f8=0.035 is expected. This value is 
acceptable for accurate hydrodynamic testing [41,46].
The practical limit on the static pressure in a compressed air facility operating at 
temperatures not far from ambient levels is probably about 3500 psi or 238 atm, since 
higher pressures will require non-standard components and cost increase. Another 
notable phenomenon occurs when air at higher pressures begins to depart from perfect 
gas behavior. For instance, at 300 K  and 238 atm, the compressibility factor o f air is 
Z=l .065. The density and viscosity o f air were calculated according to certain relations 
at 1 atm, 238 atm, and 300 AT, [32,33], and shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Properties o f  air.
Pressures (atm) 1 238
Temperature (K) 300 300





U x 106 (kg/m sec)
15.7 23.3
4.3.1 Test Section and Cross-Sectional Parameters
The test section o f  the proposed ultra-high pressure flow facility, which is the 
most important part o f the wind tunnel design and quite crucial to the successful 
development o f the facility, will be scrutinized in this section. Also, several proposed 
configurations will be analyzed to determine which cross-section gives the most flow 
area without compromising flow quality. Before describing in detail the parameters of 
the test section, one o f the most important criteria to determine was whether the facility 
would accommodate the MSBS inside or outside the pressure shell. The benefits of the
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system being placed inside o f the test section were the following:
a. There would be no eddy currents between the model and the coils.
b. The coils would be close to the model, being able to provide as much magnetic 
field as needed.
c. There would be no position sensor interference.
d. There would be virtually no density variations along the optical path.
The disadvantages o f having the system placed inside were:
a. There would be a  need for a larger pressure vessel, thus increasing the cost.
b. The space for MSBS components would be quite limited.
c. The MSBS components must be able to tolerate very large pressures.
d. There would be a need for extensive cable and hose feedthroughs.
Next, the advantages of having the MSBS outside the test section were:
a. It would not be necessary to have a larger pressure vessel, therefore reducing the cost
b. Ail electromagnetic components would not be restricted by space limitations.
c. The MSBS would not have to be able to undergo pressure variations.
d. There would be a minimal space requirement for cable or hose feedthroughs.
Finally, the drawbacks of having the MSBS on the outside were:
a. The development o f large eddy currents between the model and the coils.
b. The distance between the coils and the model might cause the fields to not be 
as strong as they otherwise would be.
c. The optical access to the flow would be restricted due to the sensors being 
outside.
d. Depending on the location o f  the sensors, large density variations could develop along
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the optical path.
e. The space for pressure capable windows would be compromised.
Certain parameters were also taken into consideration to decide whether to place 
the MSBS outside or inside the tunnel test section. To place the MSBS inside, the initial 
specifications were the following:
1. Pressure shell I.D. = 29 in
2. Pressure shell O.D. = 33 in
3. Wall thickness ~ 2 in
4. Radial clearance for coils = 12 in
5. Flow diameter = 17.75 in
To place the MSBS outside, the requirements were the following:
1. Pressure shell I.D. = 19.312 in
2. Pressure shell O.D. = 24 in
3. Wall thickness = 2.344 in
4. Radial clearance for coils = 5.625 in
5. Flow diameter = 17.75 in
Eddy current computations were carried out using OPERA™, a magnetic finite 
element analysis software package, to find out whether stronger eddy currents were 
generated when the coils were inside the test section or outside. Field distortion and flux 
exclusion from, as well as flux containment within the test section is shown when placing 
the coils inside and outside at different frequency levels. Fig. 16a, b and c show low, 
medium and high frequency behavior if  the coils were place inside, and Fig. 16d,e 
and f  show low, medium and high frequency behavior if  the coils were placed outside
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respectively. Based on the estimated final cost o f  the project, a  decision was made to 
position the MSBS outside the test section.
Preliminary parameters show that the test section, including one large carbon 
steel flange at each side, will have a total length o f  8.0 ft. In order to withstand heavy 
pressures, the working section will have an outside diameter o f 24 in and an inside 
diameter o f 19.312 in, with a thickness o f2.344 in, Fig. 17 and 18. The pipe section was 
made out o f 304L stainless steel, assembled by rolling a plate and welded by a seam, and 
not by cast or drawn stainless steel because o f the large dimensions o f the test section.
The material used for the weld was 10% ferrous stainless steel, which makes the weld 
slightly magnetic.
The cross-sectional flow area was determined by using AutoCAD™. Once the 
largest flow area was determined, a “dead area” o f 0.781 in was allocated to where the 
position sensors would reside and 0.125 in for cable feedthroughs were subtracted from 
the original largest flow area, as seen in Fig. 19. The largest flow area was the circular 
area (Ac=240.528 in1), but it has a few disadvantages, among them:
a) Circular cross-sections are unconventional.
b) Circular cross-sections make it difficult to perform wall interference corrections.
c) Curved surfaces are not good for optical sensors.
Therefore, a different cross-section had to be adopted. As shown in Fig.20, an 
elongated octagon did not come close to meeting the flow area requirements 
(Aiangoct= 153.65 in2), and plenty o f space was wasted After examining different shapes, 
and taking in consideration 1 -in2 position sensors to be placed along the thickest parts o f 
the flow area, it was determined that an octagonal cross-sectional area
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(Aoctagonai=233.6077 in2) was the closest to the targeted maximum cross-sectional area o f  
Ac=240.528 in2, as illustrated in Fig.21.
Another approach would be to design the cross-sectional area without the extra
0.125 in on the inside for cable feedthroughs. In this instance, the cables would have to 
be pulled out and around the test section. Though not as orderly, some space would be 
saved that could be utilized to fit a larger flow area. If  this approach was to be utilized, 
more position sensors could be used, up to three I- in2 position sensors, as observed in 
Fig.22. The octagonal cross-sectional area was found to remain the largest area 
(A2octagonai=233.6301 in2). If the space reserved for fitting purposes and cables (0.125 in) 
is subtracted from the cross-sectional area and applied to this design, three 1- in2 position 
sensors would not fit, as shown in Fig. 23, and the detail can be seen in Fig.24.
Therefore, the configuration to be used in the test section was chosen to be the octagonal 
cross-section without the space for the cables (A 2ociagonai= 233 .6301  in2), as seen in Fig.20.
4.3.2 Model Parameters
The next issue is to define the model to be utilized in the facility. Ogive shapes 
have been used extensively and data has been collected at every angle o f  attack possible. 
Since the Princeton’s HRTF will be testing mostly submarines due to the viscosity and 
pressure o f the fluid flow, ogive shapes could be used as baseline models due to the 
abundant data on such shapes. As stated in a previous section, the model problem 
assumed was of the flow over a 12:1 ellipsoid and the length determined was L=2D, 
where D=1.48 f t. Therefore, Z,=0.74 f t  and </=0.246ft. The frontal area o f the ogive will 
be approximately Af=0.15609f t 2. The drag coefficient based on the frontal area will be
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in the range of CD=0.1-0.3, and the drag will be in the range of Drag=3.912-11.735 Ib f 
[43,45,46],
4.3.2.1 Magnetic Core
The ferromagnetic core o f  the model can be made up of either soft iron or a 
permanent magnet. The magnetized core that will be implanted in each model is not to 
exceed 50% of the total volume o f  the model, in order to keep ogive characteristics. The 
volume o f  the model will be set at Fm=0.09358f r ,  and since the volume o f the core is 
50% o f  the volume o f  the model, the volume of the core will be 1^=0.046792f t 1.
After analyzing the magnetic core, a  decision was made to use a permanent 
magnet model core to eliminate the need for magnetizing coils. The magnet will be 
made out o f neodymium-iron-boron (NdFeBo) and have a magnetization field between 1-
1.3 Tesla, depending on whether the highest value becomes available from the supplier, 
and will be obtained in wafers from a supplier to be determined.
Several different design envelopes have been investigated using AutoCAD™, to 
find the design that will most effectively accommodate the magnetic core and to 
determine the size o f the wafers that will go inside the model. From short and wide, to 
long and narrow, holding the model parameters constant, finding a magnetic core to fit 
the model almost perfectly was done without much difficulty. Fig.25a-26b show the 
analysis for two o f the many possible model-core configurations attempted. The 
transversely magnetized magnetic core configuration is well suited to wind tunnel 
applications; however, the model used in the HRTF will use axial magnetization. The 
results obtained showed that the most optimal design envelope would be the one using a
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magnetic core of length 23.622 in and width o f2.0866 in. This magnetic core is the 
longest possible core to fit into the model keeping in mind the volume given previously, 
and this is shown in Fig.26a-b and 27.
4.3.2.2 Flux Behavior
The most familiar sources o f magnetic flux are permanent magnets. Magnetic 
materials with a relative permeability not equal to one (Pr^l) can be grouped in three 
categories, as seen in Fig.28:
1. Diamagnetic (Pr<l), where the flux (<j>) is slightly repelled, i.e. Mercury, silver, gold, 
copper.
2. Paramagnetic (Pr>l), where the flux is slightly attracted, i.e. Aluminum.
3. Ferromagnetic ( p r » l ) ,  are the most powerful magnets, and shows no distortion in the 
flux, i.e. Iron, nickel, cobalt.
The model to be used in HRTF will follow the diamagnetic characteristics.
4.3.3 Performance Requirements
4.3.3.1 Forces on the Model
The dynamic pressure q is equal to VipV2. The maximum drag force, F ^ ,  
occurs at the maximum Reynolds number, where




Note that for a given blockage ratio, F ^  is independent of the cross-sectional
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area o f the jet. For instance, when Re= 109, at a pressure o f 238 atm and a temperature o f 
300 K, the maximum force can reach / rmax =11.735 Ib f which is within range o f MSBSs 
currently operational. The maximum dynamic pressure, gWc, depends on the 
temperature, pressure and cross-sectional area o f the jet. At a Reynolds number o f  109, 
where D= 1 m, pressure is 238 atm and temperature is 300 AT, dynamic pressure can reach 
qWx^-3 atm, which is quite similar to values found in many aeronautical production 
facilities [42],
4.3.3.2 Power Required
The power requirement for an ideal gas is defined by:
Power ~  _74 (13)
p~d
where T is the temperature, p  is the pressure and d  is the diameter for a given geometry 
and Reynolds number.
The power required to drive the facility is given by the pressure loss Ap times the 
volume flow rate, that is
Power = A VAp (14)
Pressure losses originate from two sources. For the pressure loss in the circuit 
itself, we have 'A p ^C 2, where C2 ~ 0.7 is the overall loss coefficient [42], For the flow 
management devices, we have a pressure loss o i xA p v \C \, where vt is the average 
velocity in the working section. The loss coefficient Q  depends principally on the flow 
management devices used. In the flow conditioning section of the wind tunnel, the 
honeycomb screen will have a loss coefficient of about one, and the screen will have a 
loss coefficient o f about two or three. There will be one honeycomb and one screen,
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such that Ci ~ 5. For a contraction ratio r, the total pressure drop is given approximately
by [42]:
1= _ P r -




Therefore, the total power needed is,
Power = — (Re)3 —Y  -^- + 0.7
64
(17)
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Figure ISb. Diagram of SuperPipe Facility at Princeton University.
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Figure 16a. Field behavior with low frequency.
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Figure 16b. Field behavior with medium frequency.




Figure 16c. Field behavior with high frequency.
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Figure 16d. Field behavior with low frequency.
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Figure 16f. Field behavior with high frequency.
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Figure 18. Actual test-section.
































































Figure 23. Octagonal cross-section with 3 1 -in2 sensors and fit & cables.
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Figure 24. Detail of Fig.23.
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Figure 25a. Magnetic core in model (L=15.748 in, w=2.5591 in).
Figure 25b. Cross-sectional enhancement o f magnet-model fit











Figure 26a. Magnetic core in model (L=23.622 in, w=2.0866 in).
Figure 26b. Cross-sectional enhancement o f magnet-model fit.









Figure 28. Behavior o f flux through magnetic materials.
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MSBS DESIGN SYNTHESIS
5.1 Introduction and Methods
Magnetic suspension and balance systems have the capability to entirely do away 
with support interference and provide new dynamic capabilities. The non>magnetic test 
section in this system is surrounded by electromagnets, which support the weight o f  the 
model and dynamically balance the forces acting on i t  The principal choices for the 
MSBS configuration are either the “+” configuration, or the “x” configuration, as 
illustrated in Fig.29a-b. These configurations will be discussed in detail in subsections
5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
There are a few critical parameters that i f  followed will ensure a successful 
MSBS design. Force and moment requirements must be met, as well as model 
configurations. Also, optical access to the flow and model are extremely important, due 
to the need for flow diagnostic and position sensing. Lastly, roll control must be 
addressed.
MSBSs in wind tunnels have been in use for over 40 years, yet have not found 
widespread acceptance because of sensor system and control limitations, and the cost 
linked to large electromagnets. However, new developments have prompted the MSBS 
alternative to become much more attractive, some o f these developments are:
1. Continual refinement o f control theory and hardware for MSBS applications, 
for instance, LQR/LQ, fuzzy logic.
2. New permanent magnetic materials such as NdFeBo or doped acicular powder.
3. New magnetic configurations, such as transversely magnetized cores.
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5.2 Electromagnetic Configurations
A trend among MSBS designs has shown preference for a tightly packed array o f 
several electromagnets (E/Ms) surrounding the test section. Coil configurations, as well 
as coil geometries, are highly important for many reasons [46]:
a. Generation o f  the required fields and field gradient components.
b. Accomplishment of such generation o f  fields in a highly efficient manner.
c. Accomplishment o f such generation o f fields with predictable and controllable 
magnetic couplings over the required range o f  model positions and attitudes.
Electromagnetic configurations for MSBSs fall into one o f three categories:
Class I. Geometrically orthogonal simple E/Ms, i.e. ONERA (A) & (B),
Table 2.1.
Class II. Convoluted E/M, i.e. MIT (B), Table 2.1.
Class HI. Orthogonal force, isotropic model, i.e. UVA (A) & (B), Table 2.1.
Class I o f  E/M configuration features separated E/M ’s o f simple solenoidal form 
grouped around the test section, generally with the total number of E/Ms to be equal or 
only minimally greater than the number o f degrees o f freedom controlled. Several sub­
classes of this configuration exist, such as the “L”, “V”, etc. [8].
Class II o f  E/M configuration features other than the axial field E/M’s, usually of 
non-solenoidal form, arranged in relatively complex schemes around the test section with 
the intention o f  achieving high uniformity and symmetry o f  all fields as well as high 
magnetic efficiency. The number o f E/M’s is not tied to the number of degrees of 
freedom controlled [8].
Class IQ o f E/M configuration is limited to three degrees o f freedom control (zero
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magnetic torques), since it was originally developed to perform dynamic testing. This 
type of configuration is not to be considered feasible for a MSBS where static testing is 
mainly performed, since there is no possibility o f selecting arbitrary model attitudes [8].
The coil configuration to be used in HRTF will entail a configuration array of 
eight solenoid coils (two per side) to be placed around the center o f the test section, 
which will produce the fields to control the lateral and vertical translations and the pitch 
and yaw rotations. Also, two large circular conductors will be placed fore and aft o f  the 
center, to provide both a magnetizing, or bias field, as well as an axial gradient field, 
which counteracts the drag force, as observed in Fig.30.
5.2.1 “+” Electromagnetic Configuration
As the name describes and as is shown in Fig. 29a, the E/M configuration is 
an arrangement where coils are positioned vertically and horizontally across from each 
other, around the test section, two on top, two underneath, and two onto each side.
Simple solenoid E/Ms are often used in this kind of geometry to simplify fabrication and 
field calculations. Southampton University’s 1978 MSBS utilized this configuration to 
provide adequate approximations of the system performance, to adjust the current levels 
when needed, and to approximate the field capabilities of the system.
5.2.2 “x” Electromagnetic Configuration
The “x” E/M configuration is shown in Fig.29b. The field component required 
for generation o f roll torque using the Spanwise Permanent Magnet (SPM) or Spanwise
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Iron Magnet (SIM)5 schemes is Hrz. The lack of ability in Hyz of the configuration
can be rectified by rotating the model’s axis system as well as the coils (in the roll sense), 
so as to modify the “+” configuration to an “x” configuration, Fig.31. The “x” 
configuration consists o f eight coils at 45° from the vertical and horizontal axes and 90° 
of each other diagonally from the centerline of the test section.
5.3 Governing Equations
The principles of an MSBS can be more easily understood by studying a single 
degree-of-freedom (DOF) system. Fig.32 shows a 1-DOF MSBS consisting o f a D.C. 
electromagnet and a suspended magnetic body, which must contain some ferromagnetic 
material. The electromagnetic field from the coil produces a magnetic force which 
attracts the suspended body to the coil. Gravity acts to pull the suspended body away 
from the coil. If the current in the coil increases, the magnetic force o f attraction 
increases as well.
For a constant coil current, the magnetic force acting on the body decreases as the 
separation distance, x, increases. This decrease in the magnetic force attracting the body 
as the separation distance increases, is what makes this system intrinsically unstable, 
Fig.33a. Due to this instability, a feedback control system is required to regulate the 
current through the coil. The control system must increase the current when the 
separation distance increases and reduce the current when the separation decreases. 
Through proper management o f the current by the controller, stable suspension o f  the 
body is possible [47],
S. Will be further discussed in section dedicated to roll control.
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The equation o f motion for the suspended body is derived from Newton's second 
law of motion,
iwx = S F  (18)
Neglecting buoyancy, there are four forces acting on the l-DOF suspended body, 
as seen in Fig. 32. These forces are the weight of the body, the magnetic force produced 
by the coil, a damping force and any external force acting on the body. Taking positive x  
in the direction of gravity, the equation o f  motion for the body is,
m x=  Fg - F A( x , i ) - F D + f  (19)
where Fg is the weight o f the body, FA is the magnetic force exerted on the body by the 
coil, Fd is the damping force acting on the body, a n d /is  an external force. The magnetic 
force, Fa, is usually non-linear. It is a function of the current in the coil and the position 
of the suspended body. The change o f the magnetic force with coil current and position 
of the body can be observed in Fig.33a-b. The variation in force with x  and / may be 
linearized by limiting the motion o f the body and the current in the coil to small 
variations around their equilibrium values [47], Let i(t)=i0-Si(t),where ia is a constant 
current and Sift) is a small time-dependent variation in current around ia. Let x(t) = 
xa~dx(t) where xa is an equilibrium position and Sx(t) is a small variation in position 
around x0. Then the term FA from Eq.( 19) becomes:
where FA (xotia) is the magnetic force o f  attraction caused by the current i0 with the body 
at an equilibrium point, xQ. The partial derivatives of FA are the slopes o f the force 
curves for constant current and constant position. Under equilibrium conditions, F fx^iJ
'a = dx (/)+ —r f o l  di(t)+h.o.t. (20)
dx L *  ^  |
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is the magnetic force required to exactly balance the gravitational force acting on the 
body and any external forces which are constant. Therefore,
Fa fo o t Iq)  “  Fg f  constant 1 )
For small variations in current and position, let:
Eq.(20) is further simplified by neglecting the higher order terms (h.o.t.). As shown in
Fig.33a-b, the slopes o f the curves are such that Kk is negative and AT( is positive. These 
force constants can be considered to represent the spring-like stiffness of the system. 
These force constants can be determined experimentally for a given equilibrium current 
and position [47],
Once the mathematical background behind a 1-DOF system is understood, 
magnetic levitation o f a model with more degrees o f  freedom can be explained. The 
governing equations for this type o f suspension system are as follows [17]:
Fc »  V(A/ -W )B0 (22)
(23)
where Fc is the force vector at the center, f c the torque vector at the center and
M  represents the magnetization density o f the magnetic core in A  m. If a permanent 
magnet model core is utilized, M  is known and constant B is the applied magnetic 
field measured in Tesla, V is the volume o f the magnetic core in m3, the subscript o 
indicates that the field or field gradient is evaluated at the centroid o f  the magnetic core,
and the gradient operator is defined as:
vr =ra 3 5 (24)
dx dy c t
The effect o f changes in relative orientation between the magnetic core and the
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electromagnet array can be incorporated as follows [17]:
(25)
(26)
where a bar over a variable indicates magnetic core coordinates. [ dB] is a matrix of 
field gradients, such that:
where [7^] is the coordinate transformation matrix from electromagnet coordinates to 
suspended element coordinates (magnetic core), and the angle 0Z is defined in Fig.34.
The torque equations, Eq.(23) and (26), show the possibility o f generating only 
two torque components with a single magnetization direction by what is referred to as the 
“compass needle” phenomena. This in turn gives rise to the long and unresolved 
problem o f “roll control” in wind tunnel MSBSs, where the magnetization direction has 
usually been along the longitudinal axis o f the magnetic core [48,49]. Therefore, the 
torque with no authority for control is the one that controls the “roll” o f the model.
Forces and torques that act on conventionally slender, axially magnetized models, are 
assumed to be created predominantly by certain required field and field gradient
S =
[ a » ] =  B „  B „  B v  





[ r j =  -S in 0 . Cos 6. 0
0 0 1
(28)
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components [8], Table 5.1.










N Yawing torque H r.
- Magnetizing field
At the nominal suspension equilibrium condition, model and balance axes 
coincide and these components, neglecting the cases o f rolling torque (Z. ) and 
magnetizing fields, can be seen in Fig.34:
Hxxo, Hxyo * Hxzo > Hzo, HYo 
Pitching or yawing the model through 90°, translates these components into:
Hzzo, -Hyzo > ~Hxzo , Hxo , Hy0 and
H yyo > -H xyo 7 H yzo , Hzo, -Hxo respectively.
Therefore, all seven primary field components,
Hx , Hy , Hz , H x y  . Hxz , Hzz , H rz, (Hzz = Hxx + H Yy )  
where Hi is the magnitude o f the magnetic field strength in the direction and/or gradients 
denoted by the subscript, are independently required at the origin for the full range of 
model attitudes to be usable [9]. As illustrated in Fig. 34, conventional Euler angles 
( y/) can be used to designate the orientation of the model. Field components in
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‘model” axes are related to those in “levitation” axes as follows [48]:
'CosdCosyr CosdSiny/ — Sind '
Hf - Sin6Sin<pCosyr — CosfSinyr CosjCosyr + SimpSindSinys Cos (Sin $ H ,
I” :) SiniflSin yr + CosjSindCosyr CostfiSindSinyr -  SinfCosyr CosfCosd>U .-J
(29)
which may also be written:
7 f  = Ar H
where ^ r is defined as the transformation matrix:
(30)
At —
ax a2 a ,
bx b2 b3
VCI C2 C 3 J
(31)
Therefore, Eq.(26) is simplified and becomes,
te = v |^ x (^ ) J + / i .o i . (32)
In this case the higher order terms are only second order terms.
Field gradient components in “model” axes relate to those in “levitation” axes.
Thus,
( H  >a: (  2 a i 2axa2 2axa3 a z 2a2aJ a*2H
*y aA axb-, a A  + «A a2b2 Ofb2 4" o3b2 <*A
H  ■xz axcx axc2 + a2cx axc3+a3cx a,c. a2c3 + a 3c2 a3c3
H »’ V 2bxb2 2 b A 2b2b3 V
H yr
bxcx bxc2 ^-b2cx bxc3 +b2cx b2c2 b2c3 -f-b3c2 b3c3 » ,
2 cxc2 2cxc3 2c 2c3 C 3Z J1* J
(33)
Substituting, Eq.(25) then becomes:
F e (34)
which shows that the behavior o f field components is similar to vector behavior during 
axis rotations, while field gradient components do not show such similarity [48].
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5.4 Electromagnetic Coil Configuration
5.4.1 Coil Size
A total o f 10 solenoid coils will be used around the test section of HRTF, o f 
which three different coil sizes are to be used and parameters have been determined for 
preliminary design of the coil configuration. Eight o f the coils will be circular solenoids, 
four of one size and four o f another. The first four will be the top and bottom coils and 
will have the same size, approximately O.D.=12 in and I.D.=4 in. The other four will be 
the lateral coils sharing the same size, O.D =10 in and I.D. = 3 in. Lastly, the two coils to 
be placed around the test section will be narrower solenoids, and will have larger inside 
diameters, initial measurements give these two coils an O.D.=30 in and an I.D.=24.5 in 
as shown in Fig.30.
5.4.2 Test Coil Specifications
The coil used for testing purposes was a circular solenoid and had 703 number of 
turns. It was made o f AWG 11 enameled copper wire wound on bakelite spools, with 
soft iron cores. The windings on the coils were covered with epoxy resin to reduce 
deformity due to high current forces. The coil was determined to have a current density 
( J  ) of approximately 2 x 105 A m 2 at a 30 A supply current. The height of the coil is
10.6 cm, and the width is 14.8 cm, with an inside diameter o f 7.7 cm, as seen in Fig.35.
5.4.3 Data Acquisition
In the test section for the HRTF aerodynamic forces, moment and torque data 
may be obtained by monitoring the electromagnet currents and comparing the results to
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initial calibrations. A piece of aluminum pipe was used to perform tests to determine 
magnetic fields. In this case, the data acquisition device used was a tri-axial probe, 
which was connected to a Gaussmeter6.
5.5 Magnetic Field and Eddv Current Analysis
Eddy currents, or “unwanted currents” are induced currents which flow in such a 
way that they oppose the charge that creates them and occur every time there is a 
magnetic coil driven by a steady current Analysis o f  such currents can be accomplished 
by measuring fields and observing how the field behaves at certain frequencies. Also, 
eddy currents can be “seen” by analyzing the magnetic field exerted by the coil using the 
software package OPERA/ELEKTRA™.
The frequency range in which the magnitude o f  the closed-loop does not drop -3 
dB is called the bandwidth o f the system. The bandwidth indicates the frequency where 
the gain starts to fall off from its low-frequency value. In order for the system to follow 
inputs accurately, the system needs to have a large bandwidth. There is, however, a 
drawback to a large bandwidth; if the bandwidth is too large, noise develops. Therefore, 
there are conflicting requirements on the bandwidth, and for the system to be well 
designed, a compromise is usually necessary [49], The cutoff frequency as it applies to 
the testing data will be discussed further in subsection 5.5.3
5.5.1 Testing
An experiment was set up to find the field generated by a coil inside an aluminum
6. The procedure used for testing will be explained in detail in the next section.
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“test section.” Even though the test section to be used in HRTF is to be made out o f 
stainless steel, to observe whether the same kind o f testing could be satisfactorily 
accomplished in a small scale, an aluminum pipe section was deemed capable o f  reliable 
results. The field results obtained would then be compared with the results acquired 
using the finite-element analysis software OPERA/ELEKTRA™. If the results matched 
the experimental data, then the same type o f  setup could be utilized with the larger test 
section.
The “test section” used during the eddy current testing consisted of a small 
section of aluminum pipe 22.1 cm in length, 1.27 cm thick and with 2.7 cm flanges at 
both ends, making the total length o f the section equal to 27.5 cm. The diameters 
measured were as follows: I.D.=12.7 cm, O.D.=13.97, and the diameters of the flanges 
were 20.48 cm. The circular solenoid coil was placed exactly at the center o f the pipe 
section, at 13.75 cm from either end, and secured using plastic ties, such that the coil 
would remain in the same place and the data readings would be made under the same 
circumstances every time.
The experiment was set up as a closed loop, as observed in Fig.36a. Starting with 
the function generator, which doubles as a frequency analyzer also, one signal is taken 
(input from Gaussmeter), while sending out another signal (output to power amplifier). 
Then, the function generated between the two signals is compared and plotted in two 
graphs, phase vs. frequency and magnitude vs. frequency, for the frequency range 
desired. In this case, the range was set from 0 to 50 Hz.
The output used was a stepped sine wave, starting at 0.1 Hz in intervals o f  0.05 Hz 
and repeated until the signal stabilized. Once stabilized, the function generator used the
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measurement data and plotted a point on the graph, then swept (sine sweep), through a 
variety o f sine waves, in order to identify the correct transfer function. As the function 
stepped through the frequencies, the output signal was then sent into the power amplifier, 
which is seen in Fig.36b-c. These power amplifiers generated the current to drive the 
coil. The coil then produced a magnetic field, which was detected by the use o f a tri- 
axial probe and hooked up to the F. W. Bell Gaussmeter, as illustrated by Fig.36d. The 
Gaussmeter in turn inferred what the existing field was and converted this data into a 
voltage. This voltage became the input returned to the function generator. Therefore, the 
function generator received a voltage signal proportional to the field strength.
The experiment was set up based on the power amplifier having a gain o f -3.
This means that, for instance, if  the voltage was set at + 5 V, a range of 10 V is observed, 
and the current driving the coil would be 30 A. It should also be noted that the 
conductivity of aluminum used was 2 x 105 lQ cm .
5.5.2 Analysis Using OPERA/ELEKTRA™
The analysis o f  the aluminum pipe section was performed experimentally and by 
the use o f the finite element magnetodynamic analysis package OPERA/ELEKTRA™.
To analyze the pipe using OPERA/ELEKTRA1' 1, a model of the aluminum pipe section 
was generated using the pre-processor, using measurements taken o f the section as 
accurately as possible, shown in Fig.37a. Once the section model was created, the 
solenoid coil model to be used was generated using the measurements obtained from the 
actual coil and then placed at the center and on top o f the pipe section, as observed in 
Fig.37b. These section models were saved as OPERA/ELEKTRA™ files and executed.
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Different frequencies were applied to the pre-processor model: 0.1, 1,5, 10,20,30 and 
50 Hz, and each executed individually.
The files were then analyzed using the post-processor program of 
OPERA/ELEKTRA™. The phase lag (degrees) and the relative field strength or 
magnitude (dB) were computationally predicted using the mathematical models at each 
frequency. The phase and magnitude values were computed at the center o f the 
aluminum pipe. Results will be shown in the next section, where they will be compared 
to experimental results.
5.5.3 Numerical Results
The experimental data obtained by the Gaussmeter located at the center o f the test 
pipe and sent to the frequency analyzer after the sinusoidal current was applied to the 
conductor, is listed below:
Experimental Data








The analytical data gathered after analyzing the field at the center o f the test pipe, 
is listed below:


























Magnitude results for experimental as well as analytical data were obtained by taking the 
original raw data and applying Eq.(35) to attain the numbers shown above.
and where H  is the magnitude o f magnetic field strength (A m), A t is the reference field 
strength corresponding to 0.1 Hz and A2 represents the field strength computed at other 
frequency points.
The results obtained from OPERA/ELEKTRA™, after being normalized by a 
constant, Ab were very close to the results obtained from the experimental 
measurements. As can be seen in Fig.38 and 39, the experimentally detected field at the 
center of the test pipe at a given frequency was very similar to the analytically derived
result.
From the magnitude vs. frequency graph, Fig.39, an observation must be made 
regarding the cutoff frequency and the bandwidth. The cutoff frequency occurs at a 
frequency o f 5 Hz, which could be o f concern due to the length o f the bandwidth. 
However, since the conductivity o f the aluminum allow test pipe was only estimated, one 
can argue that had the material been more conductive than originally estimated, the 
cutoff frequency might have been larger.
H = 201ogIO —
V Ai y
(35)
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Fig.40a shows that at low frequencies, the pipe appears transparent to the field, 
such that the field goes unguided. Thus, a  high concentration o f field in the center o f the 
aluminum pipe can be observed. However, as the frequency goes up, the magnetic flux is 
excluded as previously seen in Fig. 16f. Therefore, instead o f  the field passing across the 
bore of the pipe, it is redirected around the outside o f the pipe, as seen in Fig.40b-c.
When these field concentrations are observed, the magnetic field is not present at the 
center o f the test section, but instead is located at the edges. This high frequency 
phenomenon is known as the “shielding problem.” A better illustration o f this 
occurrence from the outside o f  the test pipe can be observed in Fig. 40d, which shows the 
magnetic field concentration on the top, where the coil was placed, and the field 
distribution along the sides o f  the test pipe.
5.6 Roll Control
One o f  the most troublesome barriers that MSBS development has encountered 
throughout the years for application to large scale wind tunnels, has been finding a way 
to generate an adequate rolling moment. Historically, the need for roll control has been 
thought to be important, but not seen as essential. In fact, many small MSBSs have 
operated successfully for many years lacking any active roll control systems, largely 
because the bodies tested in these MSBSs were bodies o f revolution, i.e. spheres, where 
active roll control was not required. However, if  a  MSBS is to be used more reliably and 
data obtained is to be taken seriously in flight applications, roll control is required.
When estimating the magnetic field needed to support the model’s own weight, it is 
important to define the model and wind tunnel axes systems as shown in Fig.34 [48].
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There are two approaches for applying magnetization to a permanent magnet, 1. 
Axially, and 2. Transversely or vertically. An axially magnetized core is defined as a 
permanent magnet, which is magnetized along its main axis as observed in Fig.4la. A 
transversely magnetized core consists o f a permanent magnet, which is magnetized 
vertically as seen in Fig.41b. The transverse core configuration is well suited for wind 
tunnel applications mostly because this approach provides approximately equal (and 
large) pitch and roll torque capability. Lift, drag and sideforce capacity o f the transverse 
design will be largely unaffected when compared to similar capacities associated with the 
conventional axial magnetization configuration. Pitch torque is reduced considerably, 
but only to the level o f roll torque. Yaw torque is reduced to nearly zero, although it may 
be observed that aerodynamic yaw torques are rarely dominant, but they could 
contaminate the test data if  not controlled sufficiently well. The additional torque is 
generated by a term o f the form:
-  v J ^ { t t x }  (3 6 )
Q
This can be non-zero if  the core geometry is suitably chosen and —
dx
[17].
At this time, some kind o f magnetic roll control can be assumed to be a 
requirement in the MSBS used in HRTF. Positive stiffness could be achieved by 
positioning the model’s mass center below its magnetic center, by precision magnetic 
design, as illustrated in Fig.42. Magnetic roll torque is then only needed for the 
introduction o f artificial damping and for control o f the roll datum orientation [48], Roll 
torque can be produced by using numerous procedures, which can be divided into three
SB
— — is non-zero
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classifications [8]:
1. D.C. Field Systems
a. “Bent” fuselage core
b. Shaped fuselage core
c. Through wing magnetized wing cores
d. Active model mounted coils
e. Passive model mounted coils
f. Spanwise magnets
2. A.C. Systems
g. Planar conducting loop
3. Aerodynamic Systems
h. Active aileron control
i. Roll moment due to sideslip coefficient control
Methods d, e, h and / are not determined to be apt to handle MSBS applications. 
Methods a, b and c have proven to generate inadequate torque. Method g, the A.C. 
system, could provide high torques; however, in order to accommodate the strong A.C. 
fields required, serious complication o f the overall MSBS design appear necessary.
Spanwise Permanent Magnets (SPMs) could be explained by the installation of 
permanent magnet cores, mostly in the model’s wings, which generate roll torque by the 
application o f the appropriate through-wing fields. On the other hand, Spanwise Iron 
Magnets (SIMs) could be explained by symmetrically disposed transverse magnetization 
components induced in a magnetically soft wing core by applying a symmetrical field [8]. 
Though still a  challenge, significant progress has been made in regards to roll
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control in the past few years, which indicates that in the near future generating a full- 
range of roll torque will not be a  limitation that is today.
After examining the given alternatives for roll control, using an axially 
magnetized core seems the most reasonable choice for HRTF. Roll torque for the model 
to be used in HRTF could be generated by magnetizing the model core using quasi­
uniform applied fields, (i.e. Old Dominion University 6-inch MSBS) chosen mostly 
because o f the field gradients’ symmetry obtainable.
5.7 Position Sensors. Control and Balance
A magnetic suspension system requires position and attitude sensing in order to 
stabilize and control the translation and orientation of the model. The motion sensors 
represent an integral part o f  a control system, and in addition to being non-intrusive due 
to the space requirements, must satisfy strict requirements on reliability, frequency 
response, range and resolution. Historically, three different approaches have been used 
to find the most reliable method to sense position o f the model inside a test section: x-ray 
sensors, optical sensors, and electromagnetic position sensors.
The AEDC 13-inch MSBS, which was moved to NASA Langley Research Center 
and recommissioned in 1979, was originally set up to use x-ray position sensors. After 
various problems resulted from the use o f  that type of sensor, a  change was made to 
optical position sensors in 1983 [50],
One of the greatest advantages o f optical position sensors is the fact that they can 
withstand very low working fluid temperatures, which is highly convenient when in use 
at cryogenic temperatures, 2-4 AT [51]. Optically based sensors can be either analogue or
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digital. Analogue sensors were used with some success in older MSBSs, such as ONERA 
in 1968, where the most predominant sensors used were shadow detectors, i.e. photocells 
which detected light beams that had been partially blocked by the model. The problem 
with these sensors is their high sensitivity to viewing degradations, such as fog or smoke 
in the tunnel, or dirt along the optical path. Digital sensing is the alternative with several 
advantages. The sensors can be composed o f image gathering optics which focus energy 
onto small photodiodes ordered in linear (I-D) or planar (2-D) arrays, showing a low 
sensitivity to magnetic fields. Another difference is that the geometry o f the individual 
digital sensor element provides spatial information as well as total light intensity, 
whereas the analogue photocell integrates the light intensity over the entire area o f the 
detector, failing to provide important spatial data [51].
Electromagnetic Position Sensors (EPS) have also been used successfully in 
conjunction with MSBS. MIT applied EPS technology to the 6-inch MSBS with results 
that have not been matched. EPS consists o f a multi-coil sensor, a power amplifier, and 
demodulation electronics, and depending on the way it is set up, EPS can measure 
aerodynamic model position in up to 6-DOF [52]. The selection o f the “correct” material 
for the test section is important. In addition, it has been found that the effect of eddy 
currents in conducting material close to the suspension electromagnets can considerably 
reduce the system dynamics [51]. In the application pertaining to this thesis, 
electromagnetic position sensing will not be used due to shielding caused by the steel 
pipe, since steel is considered a non-conducting material.
The sensors that will be used on the HRTF test section will be pre-packaged 
optical analogue sensors, SUNX™ Model No. LA-511. Each sensor is composed o f  an
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emitter and receiver element with side-view mirror attachments to bend the incoming 
beam 90°. These mirrors are used to improve packaging o f the position sensors, since the 
space between the inside wall o f the test section and the flow liner is very limited The 
sensors will be attached to a  support ring, which will be fitted inside the pressure shell. 
Each ring will be designed to carry one or two sensors. The front view o f a test ring with 
two sensors and a cylindrical model can be seen in Fig.43. However, this figure does not 
show the aerodynamic liner, which will have portholes designed for the light beams to 
pass [53],
Some o f the advantages o f  using these sensors are: a) convenience o f availability 
since they are not very difficult to obtain, and b) their size, at about 1 in2 the sensors 
would fit perfectly because o f  the limitation of size o f the test section. Ultimately, the 
decision to utilize optical sensors was based on the packaging in the test section 
(available space in test section). The only disadvantage is that these optical sensors have 
not yet been pressure tested; therefore, if they should fail under high pressures, a different 
type of sensor will be required. These particular sensors were used successfully in a 5- 
DOF and a 6-DOF system at Langley Research Center’s Magnetic Suspension 
Laboratory.
Two types o f control systems exist that can be applied to suspension systems, 
open-loop systems (which by definition do not feedback) and closed-loop systems. 
Open-loop systems are very simple and consist o f a fixed electromagnetic current, which 
generates a vertical force supporting the weight o f the model. Since this system type 
does not have feedback and the fundamental behavior is unstable, open-loop control is 
impractical, as shown in Fig.43a. Closed-loop systems, on the other hand, are more
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elaborate and consist o f a controlled electromagnetic current, a power amplifier, a 
feedback controller and a device that keeps track of the position o f the model, while 
generating a controlled vertical force on the model. This type o f system shows to be 
stable and practical, relying on artificial stiffness and damping, as illustrated in Fig.43b.
5.8 Proposed Test Section
The proposed test section will be made of stainless steel and measure 95.5 in in 
length with an inside diameter o f  18.75 in and an outside diameter o f 24 in. The test 
section will use an octagonal cross-section without saving space for wires and cables, 
which can be taken outside the test section. This type of cross-section will allow the 
largest flow area possible through the test section, yet will have sufficient space to fit up 
to three 1-in2 position sensors side by side. The coil configuration will entail a 
configuration and two solenoid coils at each end, plus two larger coils that will surround 
the test section at both ends.
The power required for the facility will be limited to 150 kW, approximately the 
power being furnished to the SuperPipe facility. Considerable costs can be reduced if the 
power supplied is sufficient and successful, since the same controller and cooling water 
system could be shared between the two facilities. The upper limit on the Reynolds 
number is determined by the decisions made by selecting the test section size, contraction 
ratio, and the overall cost o f the project. The following design is recommended as a 
practical concession to achieve the highest Reynolds number attainable at a modest cost: 
The test section will consist of a 2.7:1 contraction to achieve a maximum 
Reynolds number o f l.76xl08 under ambient conditions, and a D=QA5 m. The maximum
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velocity will be set at 17.3 m s ,  maximum force 19.9 N  of on a 12:1 ellipsoid. If a flat 
plate were to be mounted in the working section o f length AD instead, the Reynolds 
number based on momentum thickness would be about 254,000, which would be about 
five times greater than any Reynolds number previously achieved in any testing facility 
[40].





Figure 29a. magnet configuration.
y
Figure 29b. “x” magnet configuration.
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Figure 33b. Magnetic force, increasing position of body.
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Figure 34. Model and tunnel axis system.









































Figure 36a. Master testing setup for eddy currents.
Figure 36c. Cluster o f  amplifiers.
Figure 36b. Amplifier used in testing.
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Figure 37b. Aluminum pipe section with coil.






















Figure 38. Phase lag vs. Frequency










Figure 39. Relative field strength vs. Frequency
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Figure 41b. Transverse magnetization configuration.










Figure 42. Roll stability by center o f gravity location.
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Figure 44b. Closed-loop system.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The initiative to make the HRTF a reality is on its way to becoming successful. 
The test section is currently at NASA Langley Research Center’s Magnetic Suspension 
Laboratory, and the rest of the facility is currently under construction.
Based on the experimental results obtained on the test pipe and validated through 
the use of OPERA/ELEKTRA™, the fields at the center o f the test section can be 
calculated with a fair degree o f accuracy. The data collected from both sources were not 
an exact match (especially seen in the magnitude vs. frequency graph). That is thought to 
be due to the fact that the test pipe material was an unknown aluminum alloy with only 
an estimated conductivity. The more conductive the material, the higher the eddy 
currents at lower frequencies; therefore, if the unknown aluminum alloy from the test 
pipe would have had a larger conductivity than originally thought, the data points would 
be much closer together.
The test section chosen was the result o f several attempts to find a sensible, yet 
practical size for a test section that would be able to accommodate a MSBS. The purpose 
o f the experiment executed during the writing o f this thesis was to validate eddy current 
computations obtained by using OPERA/ELEKTRA™, with experimental data. Since the 
results obtained in the test pipe were reasonably similar, one can deduce that the same 
will occur when the HRTF test section is tested. The system configuration was 
developed during this period o f time, as well as the sizing of the electromagnets to be 
used in the design o f the HRTF.
However, there are several problems that will need to be resolved before the
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HRTF reaches operational status. Among them, some stand out:
1. The parameters o f the coils may be adjusted until the required fields are 
matched by the fields that the coils can generate.
2. The position sensors may or may not withstand the high pressures o f  the wind 
tunnel, and their operating lifetime will need to be validated.
3. The packaging o f  the position sensors could turn into a problem due to the 
restricted space designated for the sensors inside the test section.
4. Roll control generation is still considered a problem.
5. Eddy currents may cause unwanted field distortion, which is observed when 
the frequency is increased, complicating the design o f the control system. Also, a lag in 
the control loop is introduced, which makes the control a difficult problem
6. The weld used to close the pipe during fabrication may become a problem 
because the material used for the welding (10% ferrous stainless steel) is slightly 
magnetic and might deform the field.
7. Since the test section is at NASA Langley Research Center and the rest o f the 
wind tunnel is at Princeton University, the system integration might turn out to be a 
challenge, mainly due to the different hardware available at each site.
As o f the writing o f this thesis, the results from the research show that the eddy 
currents are in the tolerable range and are predictable, such that the system analyzed will 
work. Also, after many changes, the overall configuration o f the project is set. The 
general design o f the test section seems to be sensible, based on the size, the MSBS 
configuration elected, the cross-sectional area designed for the test section, the model 
and model magnetic core parameters, the position sensors and the proposed use o f  the
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facility. The assembly o f all major components is planned to be completed by late 
Spring, and delivered to Princeton University in late Summer 2000 [53],
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OPERA17,1 (OPerating environment for Electromagnetic Research and Analysis)
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A. 1.1 Introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the reader with a brief summary' o f  the 
finite- element analysis software package used in analysis of eddy currents, OPERA™. 
The analysis on the aluminum piece o f  pipe was performed using OPERA/ELEKTRA™, 
based on its eddy current analysis features. The test section analysis o f the HRTF is also 
expected to be performed using OPERA/ELEKTRA™.
A. 1.2 Methodology
The OPERA™ software package consists o f  a preprocessor and a postprocessor 
program which enables the creation o f  three dimensional finite element meshes for use 
with different analysis programs, such as OPERA/TOSCA™, OPERA/ELEKTRA™ and 
OPERA/VF/GFUN™. These programs analyze electromagnetic and electrostatic
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problems. More specifically, OPERA/TOSCA™ and OPERA/VT/GFUN™ analyze non­
linear materials and permanent magnets, OPERA/ELEKTRA™ analyzes eddy currents, 
and OPERA/TOSCA™ analyzes volume charges. The software also supports a large 
variety o f current canying conductor shapes and anisotropic materials, giving it an extra 
feature over standard finite element mesh generation software [54],
The finite element mesh is generated by outlining the geometry o f the three 
dimensional object projected onto a surface (usually a two dimensional plane), 
converting the projection into finite elements and then extruding the element through 
space to give a three dimensional model o f the geometry. However, since the 
formulations used in OPERA/TOSCA™ and OPERA/ELEKTRA™ are made up of mixed 
total and reduced magnetic scalar potential (and a magnetic vector potential in 
OPERA/ELEKTRA™)* the source current conductors are specified independently from 
the mesh.
A. 1.3 Program interaction
The user can interact with OPERA™ by using two methods of command and data 
entry: by using the command line input, or by using the built-in GUI (Graphical User 
Interface). For the command line input or keyboard input, the command selection and 
data specification are carried out from the keyboard. The user may type either upper or 
lower case letters, which are mirrored onto the screen, usually into an independent from 
the graphics display, alpha-numeric scrolling buffer. For GUI use or cursor input, in 
most cases pointing and clicking a mouse button, menus and submenus appear from main 
commands seen across the top o f the screen. The GUI contains five types o f  input
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windows, where some o f them accept characters typed at the keyboard. These input 
windows are:
1. Horizontal menu. Only used for top level menu, and includes: File, Options, Display, 
Help, Define, and Modify main menus.
2. Vertical menu. For selecting commands and options.
3. Parameter box. For entering numerical or character data.
4. Dialog box. Combination o f text inputs and switches.
5. File box. For selection of files (not available in all implementations) [55].
A. 1.4 Pre-processor
The OPERA™ pre-processor prepares data for the electromagnetic field analysis 
programs mentioned above, providing full support for all the features o f the analysis 
programs. These programs use finite elements to model three-dimensional 
electromagnetic devices, with ease o f  direct evaluation of fields from conductors carrying 
previously defined currents. The program is used to create and edit three-dimensional 
finite element models, define material characteristics for non-linear magnetic or 
dielectric components, assign boundary conditions, and specify complicated conductor 
geometries. The models can be displayed using wire frame or hidden surface displays, 
and output data files in the formats accepted by the analysis programs [55], Once the 
model is completed, it can be saved as an .oppre file, from which certain parameters, i.e. 
frequencies, can be added and then saved before using field analysis programs, 
i.e. OPERA/ELEKTRA™.
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A. 1.5 Mesh data definition
The mesh data specified by OPERA™ to OPERA/TOSCA1' 1, 
OPERA/ELEKTRA™ and OPERA/VF/GFUN™ consists o f basic “building blocks” from 
which the actual finite elements are generated. The building blocks used are hexahedra,
i.e. bricks, which could be defined having either straight or curved edges. They may also 
by degenerate, such that vertices o f the “brick” are combined to form triangular prisms, 
pyramids or tetrahedra. OPERA™ generates these building blocks in layers which are 
topologically alike, but may vary geometrically within certain constraints. Layers are 
formed by the connection o f points on a surface to their topologically equal point on an 
adjacent surface. The points within a surface are also connected to produce three or four 
sided facets, such that when points on neighboring surfaces are connected, building 
blocks are described [54].
A. 1.6 Post-processor
The OPERA™ post-processor is used to display three-dimensional finite element 
models from direct access data base files created by the analysis programs. The program 
displays and performs further calculations on results from electromagnetic field analysis 
programs including OPERA/ELEKTRA™, OPERA/TOSCA™, and OPERA/VF/GFUN™. 
The post-processor also provides the environment to view the finite element data, with 
superimposed contours o f results and to process and display the calculated results along 
lines or on two-dimensional areas [55]. Once the program has been given the file to 
analyze, i.e. OPERA/ELEKTRA™ file, the model can be displayed using wire frame or 
hidden surface displays.
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